PRODUCT
SELECTOR

TYPAVE ® 25
Engineered to provide a reinforced
surface for H25 loading while
allowing for the beatification of a
grass surface.

TYPAR manufactures a large range of products to reinforce, stabilize and protect grass and gravel
surfaces. The chart below gives an overview of which product may be best suited for your project as
determined by the existing ground conditions, the application and the frequency of use.

TURFPROTECTA™
Permanent, grassed paths,
pedestrian areas, access routes
and occasional use car parking on
firm, well-drained ground.

APPLICATION
Heavy vehicle loads
up to H25 loading

Heavy vehicle loads
up to H25 loading

APPLICATION

Pedestrian and occasional
light vehicle usage

TYPAR GEOCELL
Slope protection and load support.
Suitable for slopes up to 45
degrees (1:1 slope) and on
horizontal surfaces to provide a
stable base for traffic and an even
load distribution.

Heavy vehicle loads up
to H25 loading, off-road
industrial machinery

Light vehicle and heavy
pedestrian usage

GRASSPROTECTA®
Standard Grade*
Permanent, grassed overflow car lots,
wheelchair access routes, golf cart paths
and heavily pedestrianized grass paths
on firm, well-drained ground.
Heavy Grade*
Permanent, grassed overflow grassed
car lots, access lanes, light aircraft
taxiways, RV and trailer park areas and
equestrian surfaces.

BIOBARRIER®
Light vehicle and heavy
pedestrian usage

An innovative chemical and
physical barrier system combining
the Non systemic stopping power
of Trifluralin with the strength and
durability of TYPAR

Standard vehicle loads
up to H15 and heavy
pedestrian usage.

Tree or vegetation
root areas

BODPAVE ® 85

GEOTEXTILE

BODPAVE 85 Grass
Ideal for permanent grassed car
lots, helipads, emergency access
lanes and other trafficked areas.

TYPAR non-woven, thermally
bonded GEOTEXTILES utilize
continuous filament technology
for superior strength and
uniformity, providing the ideal
solution for construction and civil
engineering applications.

BODPAVE 85 Gravel
Ideal for permanent car lots,
emergency service access lanes,
gravel driveways and other
trafficked areas.

Heavy vehicle loads
up to H25 loading

Heavy vehicle loads
up to H25 loading

Pedestrian and occasional
light vehicle usage

Light vehicle and heavy
pedestrian usage

* The suitability of a standard or heavy grade will be site specific. Please contact TYPAR to discuss with one of our technical managers.
All TYPAR grass and ground reinforcement products are suitable for use as a source control solutions in LID and NPDES applications.
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